Abstract. We examine 'weak-distributivity' as a rewriting rule ;
In those minigraphs, edges are intended to be oriented: in both directions for axiom-links and cut-links, and following the natural downward orientation of space for the others (the curve edge in the -link is just an indication used later). A formula occurrence (vertex) which is a target (resp. a source) of an (oriented) edge in a link is a 'conclusion' (resp. a 'premise') of that link if it is reached downward (resp. if it is the source of a downward beginning edge).
Definition 2 A structure is a graph whose vertices are (labeled with) formulas inductively built by using the rules below:
1. links are structures, 2. structures are closed by multiset-union, 3 . structures are closed by identification (in a structure) of occurrences of (vertices labeled with) a same formula, if this identification preserves the fact that any formula occurrence is conclusion of at most one link and premise of at most one link.
The top (resp. bottom) formulas of a structure are called its hypothesis (resp. conclusions). If
In the sequel, we will mainly work with the cut-free fragment of the set of proof-structures. Also, we will only represent, in structures, the formulas being conclusion of axiom-links (see for instance the proof-strucure called WD, represented in section 2). Indeed, taking account of the mark put on -links (the curve edge), this information is sufficient for recovering all missing formulas (in the cut free fragment, the ambiguity occasioned, when some formulas are so missing, by commutativity, is harmless).
Let π a sequent calculus proof in MLL. Let P(π) be the structure (with same conclusions as π) obviously defined by recurrence on π construction as presented below:
Definition 3 The set of 'multiplicative proof-nets' (still noted MLL) is the range of P(.).
Let us recall that P(.) : MLL −→ {structures} is neither injective (reason why it is interesting), nor surjective (reason why it is a little bit difficult to deal with proof-nets). And indeed, in the prehistory of proof-nets, to find an intrinsic characterization of proof-nets among structures (standard old "sequentialization" problem) was the first question to solve :
Definition 4 A structure S is sequentializable, if P(π) = S for some sequent derivation π ∈ MLL.
In this paper, we will deeply use sequentialization tools worked out by Girard [1] and Danos and Regnier [2] , and in particular:
Definition 5 Let S be a structure.
-A switching in S is any sub-graph of S one gets by erasing one edge in any -link in S.
-A structure S satisfies the Danos-Regnier criterion (S DR) if any of its switchings is acyclic and connected.
-A structure S (possibly) with hypothesis, such that S DR, is called a module.
Proposition 6 (Danos-Regnier) Let S an hypothesis free structure.
S is sequentializable iff S DR
Pretypes of modules and orthogonality
In this subsection a few tools and results used later are recalled. They all come from Danos thesis (see [3] ).
Definition 7
The "border" of a structure S is the multiset of its hypothesis and conclusions (notation: Border(S)).
For sake of simplicity, every time no attention is needed to the specific formulas being conclusion or hypothesis of the structures under consideration, and in particular in the present subsection, we will forget them, then just using indices (integers) to describe their border.
Definition 8 Let S a structure and σ a switching of S. The partition of
Border(S) induced by σ, is the quotient of Border(S) by the relation defined by:
"n is (in σ) in the same connected component as m".
To note a given partition of, say, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, for instance {1}, {2, 4}, {3, 5} , we will use the simplified notation: 1 24 35.
Definition 9
The pretype 1 of S is the set P S of all partitions induced over Border(S) by all switchings of S.
Definition 10 If Border(S) = {1, . . . , n} and Border(S ) = {1 , . . . , n }, we note S :: S the graph resulting of the plugging of S and S together via the border (identifying vertex i with i ).
Definition 11
The meeting graph G(p, q) of partitions p, q over {1, . . . , n}, is the graph whose set of vertices is p q, and such that one puts one edge between a class in p and a class in q for each point they share. 
Definition 12 p is orthogonal to q (notation: p⊥q), if G(p, q) is acyclic and connected (so in the example above: p⊥q, but r ⊥q).
Definition 13 Two sets P and Q of partitions over {1, . . . , n} are orthogonal, if they are pointwise orthogonal (notation: P ⊥Q)
Definition 14 P ⊥ = {q ; ∀p ∈ P, q⊥p}
S is a proof-net ⇔ P S ⊥P S Examples 1. -associativity:
The two modules above have same pretype: { 0123 }. We thus can replace in a given proof-net any sub-graph like one of those above by the other one:
although such a replacement changes the type of the proof-net, by proposition 15, the satisfaction of the DR-correctness criterion is preserved.
2. -associativity:
The two modules above have same pretype: { 01 2 3 , 1 02 3 , 1 2 03 }. Same remark as above.
(To put in in one slogan: "Pretype equality 2 = free associativity".)
Remark As far as commutative MLL is in concern, structures differing only up to commutativity are not distinguished. This means however, that when one plugs S and S together to build S :: S , one has to pay attention to continue to identify same indices of the border. It is easy to see that in MLL proof-nets syntax, there is a unique cut free net WD
Here it is:
Remark 2 One can use (instanciations of) WD as 'surgical morphisms' to replace (through the cut-elimination process), in any cut-free proof-net, any subgraph of shape α by either the module β or the module β (all pictured below), anything else remaining unchanged.
Proof Just observe the effect of cut elimination, when N WD (or, to be precise,
is cut against a proof-net with a terminal α, thus corresponding to a conclusion (A B) C. Naturally, the module α being in general 'deep' (i.e. not terminal) in the proof-net, one possibly needs, previously, to complete N WD downwards, in the obvious way, by identities. A detailed proof would require a long presentation of notions faraway from the main subject of the paper -it should be required in particular to define the elementary cut-elimination steps in MLL and, in order to make precise this "completion of WD by identities", to define the replacement of a given identity-axiom by N WD in identity-axioms partial η-expansions (see [5] ). As remark 2 is not crucial for the rest of the paper (it is only used as an alternative proof for proposition 17 below), we will leave it at that.
Nota: in MLL, cut-elimination is deterministic (so for a given instance of a cut-link, a unique reduction step applies); so the apparent non determinism comes here from the fact that, proof-nets being defined up to commutativity, the spatial representation of binary links ( and -link) does not uniquely determine their conclusion.
We now internalize as a rewriting rule the transformation realized by WD under cut-elimination.
3 Weak-distributivity as a sound and complete rewriting A natural question then is whether any proof-net can be obtained that way from a relevant basic set of proof-nets (completeness problem). Taking account of the kind of / permutations involved in ; WD rewriting, a rather natural candidate for this set of generators is the set of proof-nets in which the -links are 'as high as possible', the -links 'as low as possible'. To give a more compact representation of those proof-nets, it is useful to consider proof-nets up to associativity, an harmless quotientation as far as conservation of proof-nets type is no more in concern (see subsection 1.2), and to use an k-ary -link for the representation:
Definition 18 A proof-net is in canonical form if it is (a representative) of the following form : 
· · ·
We will refer to axiom links whose conclusions are both premises of a same -link (as above) as -ized axioms. So a proof-net in canonical form is "a k-ary of -ized axioms".
So, to sum up within the 'canonical form' terminology, one knows from proposition 17, that:
Proposition 19 (Soundness) Any proof-structure generated from a proof-net in canonical form by ; WD rewriting is a proof-net.
And the problem which remains to solve is the following:
Problem (Completeness) Can any proof-net be generated from some canonical proof-net by ; WD rewriting ?
That question (or at least a similar one) has already been solved by categorical means in [6] . The aim of the present section, however, is to give an original, direct, combinatorial proof.
Notice that the naive idea which likely comes first in mind to prove completeness (namely by just reversing the rewriting) is wrong: the converse ; However, we are going to show that inasmuch one considers only proof-nets with a unique conclusion ('mono-conclusion' proof nets) and one works up to associativity and commutativity, then:
1. in a proof-net (not being in canonical form), there exists a sub-graph of shape β for which one of the corresponding ; WD − replacements is correct;
2. some ordinal attached to proof-structures decreases when one performs such a replacement.
Doubly splitting
Definition 20
1. Following Girard's terminology in [1] , an instance of a -link in a (say, connected) structure S is a splitting-, if the erasure in S of that link (conclusion vertex and edges) produces two unconnected structures. [3] , an instance of a -link in a (say, connected) structure S is a splitting-(un scindant), if the erasure of the two edges of that link in S produces two unconnected graphs (we will then note the upper one -a structure -by S + ).
Following Danos terminology in
3. In a proof-structure S, a splitting -link surmounted by a -link which itself splits the corresponding S + , will be called a doubly splitting .
Concerning proof-nets splittings, we will use soon the two following lemmas both picked up from the saga of proof-nets 'sequentialization' tools.
Lemma 21 (Girard, [1] ) Let N a proof-net with no terminal -link. If the set of -link in N is not empty, then (the set of terminal -link in N is not empty and) one of them is a splitting-.
Lemma 22 (Danos, [3] Let N a proof-net. If the set of -link in N is not empty, one of them is a splitting-.
Proposition 23
The ; WD − rewriting rule preserves correctness when applied to a doubly splitting .
Proof Let us consider again the module β met in remark 2 (the treatment of β is similar). Up to and commutativity, β has two images (α and α ) by ; WD − as pictured below:
Let us calculate, for each module above, its pretype (the various partitions induced by switchings over its border {0, 1, 2, 3}) and the orthogonal of this pretype. We have: 
Existence of a correct WD −
; strategy
We will now show that it is always possible to find such a doubly splitting situation. Such a statement happens to be false while one keeps the usual syntax unquotiented, but true when one considers only mono-conclusion nets (in terms of expressive power, nothing is lost: MLL Γ iff MLL Γ ) and up to associativity and commutativity of and .
All of the three conditions: (1) mono-conclusion proof-nets, (2) associativity, and (at least some form of) (3) commutativity appear compulsory. Indeed, If we drop condition (n) (where n ∈ {1, 2, 3}), keeping the two others, the unique cut-free proof-net having for conclusions the formula(s) indicated in the corresponding item [n] below is a counter-example (it does not include any sub-graph of shape β for which the corresponding ; WD − replacement is correct):
We now state the series of lemmas, combined hereafter to prove the existence of a correct WD − ; strategy. To save time (by avoiding drawings), the proofs we give now (of lemmas 25 and 27) release upon sequentialization. This is of course just a matter of convenience.
Notation: if π is a sequent calculus derivation, we note |π| the number of non 0-ary rules in π.
Lemma 25 Let N be a cut-free proof-net. If N does not contain any -link, then N is either an identity-axiom or a -ized identity-axiom.
Proof By sequentialization theorem, it suffices to prove the lemma for cut-free sequent calculus. Let π an MLL derivation of Γ and let r be the last rule of π. If |π| = 0, then r is an identity-axiom and we are done. Else, as there is no -rule, r has to be a rule. Let π − the immediate sub-proof of π. By induction hypothesis (and the case as of a -ized identity-axiom being impossible, π − 's terminal sequent having more than one formula, namely the two sub-formulas of the formula having the introduced as main connective) it has to be an identity-axiom, as expected.
Lemma 26 Let N be a mono-conclusion cut-free proof-net. If the terminal link of N is a -link whose premises (up to associativity) all are conclusions of axioms, then N is a -ized identity-axiom.
Proof By lemmas 24 and 25.
Lemma 27 In any mono-conclusion proof-net, there exists a -link.
Proof (induction on sequentialization) Let N : A a proof-net. Let π a sequentialization of N and r its last rule: Lemma 28 Let N a mono-conclusion proof-net. If no splitting has a among its premises (up to associativity and commutativity), then N is in canonical form (tensorization of -ized axioms).
Proof Let us consider the terminal vertex of N.
1. If it is a -link, being terminal, it is a splitting one. Thus by our main hypothesis each of its premises (up to associativity) is conclusion of an axiom.
So, by lemma 26, N is a -ized axiom.
2. If it is a node, the mono-conclusion proof-net N has no terminal . So, lemma 21 applies, and deleting that , one gets proof-nets which themselves are mono-conclusion (else, N itself would not be mono-conclusion). While one of the mono-conclusion proof-nets so produced ends with a -link, we are allowed to use lemma 21 again. Obstinately performing the corresponding deletion process until it ends, we eventually get a set of mono-conclusion proof-nets M i , each of them ending with a -link (indeed, any such M i being mono-conclusion, the case where its conclusion vertex is conclusion of an identity axiom link is excluded). Those -links are themselves splitting (in N) and, by our main hypothesis, they are thus surmounted by identityaxioms only. Hence by lemma 26, they are the -links of -ised axioms. So that N actually is a k-ary tensor (k ≥ 1) of -ized axioms.
Notation
-N − is the proof-net one gets from N by deleting iteratively and obstinately terminal -links (any conclusion vertex in N − thus is conclusion of either a -link or an identity-axiom link).
-let v be the conclusion vertex of a given 'terminal' (up to associativity) - Proof N is mono-conclusion. So by lemma 27, it contains a -link. Hence, by lemma 22, there exists a splitting . Thus:
1. If none of those splitting is surmounted (up to -associativity) by a -link:
then, by lemma 28, N is a n-ary tensor of " -ized axioms".
2. Else, there exists a splitting surmounted (up to -associativity) by alink: let us complete N + (the "upper" proof-net produced by the corresponding splitting) by applying a -link to both its conclusions (see remark 3).
Applying lemma 29 to that proof-net, one can find above its terminallink, a s.t. the corresponding is doubly splitting (in that proof net).
The ; WD − step thus preserves correctness (and remains so when performed in the original proof-net: indeed, proof-nets are closed by the replacement of a mono-conclusion sub-proof-net by a mono-conclusion proof-net).
Remains now to check that the ; WD − rewriting is noetherian. For this, we will use the definition below, inspired by the one given in [4] for ; WD . Let us first present two notations. Omitting in a given cut-free structure the identityaxioms, one gets a multi-set of trees which, following ordinary conventions for spatial representation of partial orders, defines a partial strict order < over the vertices of the structure (so < means "strictly below"). Also, in what follows, ∧ stands for the 'infimum' relative to <. Proof By theorem 30 and proposition 33.
Epilogue
This result was first proved to build a bridge between MLL proof-nets and 'deep inference' formalisms ('Calculus of Structures' for multiplicative linear logic)
introduced by A. Guglielmi [7] and others.
Roughly speaking, a given derivation in the multiplicative fragment of the calculus of structures appears to be but a notation for a given ; WD rewriting strategy. Roughly only, notably because in deep inference systems 'generators' are only -ized axioms (not n-ary of them), a specific construction being separately added to introduce new -ized axioms at any time of the rewriting.
